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Abstract 
This article analyzes the present platform application and significance of sport network teaching in college and 
universities. Aiming at the well bandwidth and practical requirement based on network education application of sport, 
this article will research how to effective use the SOA technology, build digital platform of sport network education 
in colleges and universities based on four-layer architecture. 
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1. Introduction 
With the development of modern information technology especially the full speed development in 
computer network technique, network information technologies have been wildly and deeply use in the 
education of colleges and universities, particularly the connection of Internet and campus network that 
create qualitative leap for the education model. Network teaching will be the significant symbol and 
combination of the information era. Research and establish the suitable education model based on 
computer network environment is the necessary project to solve in the educational circle. There not only 
need advanced education method and high efficiency interact education but also requires abundant 
education resources and perfect education system in the network education period. The writer will analyze 
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the present condition and significance of network education application in the sport education of colleges 
and universities through network, library and other files research methods. This article also collects the 
related thesis and document about platform of sport network education. Moreover, through SOA (Service-
Oriented Architecture) techniques to establish the digital education platform of sport network in colleges 
and universities that based on four-level construction. 
2.  Application current situation and significant of network education platform in colleges and 
universities  
2.1.  Current situation  
Network education platform in colleges and universities is the main transmission method of sport 
education model that based on network technique in practice. The establishment of network sport 
education needs course system, teaching content, teaching method, tutorship, homework, experiment, 
practical teaching, online test, education quality assurance, monitoring, network communication and other 
teaching links. Network sport education is neither the simple computer multi-media education nor the 
ordinary model of network plus sport. It is the extruded interactive education platform for the students, 
and provides huge scale of sport knowledge database and sport information that accord with the 
characteristic of thinking and memory. This mode can stimulate study interesting and create advantages 
for the autonomously study achievement. At present, most colleges and universities have established the 
platform of sport network education. However, there has total flat of information literacy in sport teachers 
and cognition of students in network education that the application of network education limited cannot 
observe the inner classroom while in the outdoor class. Otherwise, the platform data cannot share in some 
colleges and other related departments that lead the network education platform has low utilization factor 
although there has lesson planning, tutorship, homework and other objects.  
2.2.  Significance  
Actually, the full effective use of network education in sport teaching has important significance. In the 
first place, we can take the full advantage of information technique and provide correct visual motor to the 
students that lead them to know well essential exercises and develop the self -study abilities. Secondly, 
students can watch the sport technology, related difficult points and permanent mistakes through the 
network education platform that can develop the capacity of problem analysis and solving. In addition, the 
third is through the network education platform, it is easier for the communication and interaction 
between teachers and students that consolidate education effect with favor communication among students.  
3.  SOA (Service-Oriented Architecture) 
SOA is the service-oriented architecture as the assembly model that different function units will 
connect through these interfaces and protocols. The interface defy by neutral method and independently 
on the service application, system operation, language programming. This will lead the service in the 
various system can interactive through one unify and popular method. The service is the core center of 
SOA. SOA is one entity with a set of related services (service provider, service consumer, service agent, 
service protocol and so on) that can detailed introduce how to provide and consume the services. Follow 
the SOA system, there need services. These services can be interoperated, independent, modularized, 
clearly location, loosely coupled that can find other address through network research.  
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Service-oriented architecture emphasis has changed from former technique and cost into business and 
value. Otherwise, better connect the business and technique through SOA that can achieve better service 
for applying the business and value. The SOA reference architecture is figure 1. 
Fig. 1.SOA reference architecture 
4. Platform Design and application of sport network education in colleges and universities 
With the development of campus network in colleges and universities, there has been established the 
high-speed digital campus network. This will provide the basement for the platform of sport network 
education in colleges and universities. Moreover, the campus network is distributing in the various 
servicers to transform data and share resources. Undoubtedly, SOA technique is the good choice.  
4.1.  System function design 
Based on education entity, the platform can divide into teaching subsystem and student subsystem. The 
ceaseless maintenance and update need of network education platform is the reason to build manager 
subsystem. Each subsystem will subdivide more with mutual independence and interrelation to constitute 
a completely platform system of network education. It is include Student model (Homework upload, 
courseware, practice, chat room)、Teacher model (mark the homework, upload courseware, chat room) 
and Manager model (student information, teacher information, other information). 
4.2.  Function model introduction  
Management model: include management of teacher information, student information and other 
information. Teacher information include the new added teacher’s information, update teacher 
information and teaching contents. Student information is mainly include student information addition, 
update student uploaded homework and so on. Other information include such as user addition, delete, 
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authorization and so on. When teacher and student first login the system, the default account and 
password is all the same and the users need to change the password in order to protect user information.  
Teacher model: the main function of this model is to provide study video, courseware, practices and 
other related resources to mark the homework on time. Homework is the important element to test the 
teaching quality as the significant circle of traditional education. It can supervise and urge the student to 
consolidate the learned knowledge. Teachers can tell student the practices and solve questions in the chat 
room. Students can upload homework that teacher can mark and analyze.  
Student model: the function of this model is to study the courseware. Through learning and complete 
the homework independently then to upload and let teacher to mark. Student can research the chat logs 
while communicate with classmate and teachers in the chat room.  
4.3.  Platform architecture design 
Extensible Markup Language is a kind of document protocol that people can easily understand and 
computer can analyze with little hindrance. The initial purpose of XML is to transform data to the Internet 
browser instead of HTML. Therefore, it is operate on the HTTP while establishing. It is very fast to 
release the XML and need little improvement to connect the application program. Simple object access 
protocol and other techniques provide these improvements. These simple techniques combine the Web 
Service.
Web Service technology is not the only but the perfect way to achieve SOA. From the widely SOA 
products, Web Service is already the application technique of SOA.  
The present network education platform uses the three-tire architecture of Browser/Server. Through the 
research of this architecture, this system cannot satisfy the requirement of digital network study. The main 
reason is the teaching resources are various with huge amount. The online learner increase will develop 
the load of Web server that even breaks off the service in serious time. Therefore, we use the platform of 
digitalize network education with four-layer system architecture. The four layers are presentation layer, 
business logic layer, application service layer and data service layer as figure 2 shows. 
Fig. 2.Platform of digitalize network education with four-layer system architecture 
The four-layer system architecture is to separate the processing logic model of three-layer B/S 
architecture from Web server mission. Use single application layer to stand the mission and separate the 
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load to the application servers that will greatly decrease the load of Web server and eliminate the possible 
function neck. As a result, the system architecture changes from three-layer B/S architecture into four-
layer architecture with Browser/Web Server/Applications Server/Data Server. This architecture has the 
both advantages of Client/Server and Browser/Server. Moreover, the application server and data 
processing server will be one or more that database and application program component in the huge 
system will separate into different servers with more suitable, flexible and expansibility of the system.  
The network education platform that writer designed uses the system architecture of figure 4, and 
based on SOA technology to design the contracture.  
4.4.  Platform application  
This system is combines with several services and the solution is based on SOA. In addition, the 
service can be the component in this whole solution. The outside layer is in logical decal by Web Services, 
and the logical layer will apply through .NET components. The whole system will develop the platform 
based on Microsoft.NET with Microsoft. net Framework2.0. 
5.  Summary  
The appearance of network teaching brings new method and injects fresh energy into the traditional 
education. This platform of sport network education in colleges and universities that design and exploit by 
the writer is based on SOA. During the one-year operation, this platform has applied the resource sharing 
among other systems of the colleges in maximum. Through this platform, teacher change the traditional 
methods with better effectiveness receive and student increase the study ability with higher enthusiasm 
that develop the skill to analyze and solve problems.  
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